Yang Style Taijiquan (108) 1 ~~:::t~~(--EfJ\)
Translated and interpreted by Sam Masich (~~·~.f)

Section 12
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Taijiquan Commencement3
Ward-off (left-style)
Grasp Sparrow's Tai/4
Ward-off (right-style)s
Roll-back
Press
Push
Single Whip
Raise Hands, Step-up
White Crane Spreads its Wings
Brush Knee, Twist-step (left-style)
Hand Plays the Guitar
Brush Knee, Twist-step (left-style)
Brush Knee, Twist-step (right-style)
Brush Knee, Twist-step (left-style)
Hand Plays the Guitar
Brush Knee, Twist-step (left-style)
Step-up, Deflect Downward, Parry & Punch
Apparent Closure (and Push)
Cross Hands

taijiquan qi shi
zuo pang (zuo shi)
/an que wei
you pang (you shi)
10
ji
an
dan bian
ti shou shang shi
bai he liang chi
lou xT ao bu (zuo shi)
shou huT pi pa
lou xT ao bu (zuo shl
lou xT ao bu (you shi)
lou xT ao bu (zuo shi)
shou huT pi pa
lou xT ao bu (zuo shi)
jin bu ban lan chui
ru feng sl bi
shizTshou
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Section 2(a)
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Embrace Tiger, Return to Mountains
(Diagonal) Brush Knee, Twist-step (right-style)
Ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push
Fist Under Elbow 1
Step Back, Repulse like Monkey (right-style)
Step Back, Repulse like Monkey (left-style)
Step Back, Repulse like Monkey (right-style)
Step Back, Repulse like Monkey (left-style)
Step Back, Repulse like Monkey (right-style}
Diagonal Flying
Raise Hands, Step-up
White Crane Spreads its Wings
Brush Knee, Twist-step {left-style)
Needle at Sea Bottom
Fan Through the Back
Tum & Chop Opponent with Fist
Step-up, Deflect Downward, Parry & Punch
(Step-up) Grasp the Sparrow's Tail
Ward-off (left-style}
Grasp Sparrow's Tail
Ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push
Single Whip
Cloud Hands (right & left 5x)
Single Whip

bao hu guT shan
xie lou xr ao bu (you shi)
pang, 10, ji, an
zhou di chui
dao nian h6u (you shi)
dao nian h6u (zuo shi)
dao nian h6u (you shi)
dao nian h6u (zuo shi)
dao nian h6u (you shi)
xie fei shi
ti shou shang shi
bai he liang chi
lou xT ao bu {zuo shl)
haidizhen
shan tong bei
zhuan shen pie shen chui
jin bu ban lan chui
shang bu /an que wei
pang (zuo shi)
/an que wei
peng, 10, jT, an
dan bian
y(Jn shou (you zuo shi)
dan bian
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Section 2(b)
High Pat on Horse
Parting Kick (right-style)
Parting Kick {left-style)
Turn Body Kick with Sole (left-style)
Brush Knee, Twist-step (left-style) )
Brush Knee, Twist-step (right-style)
Step-up & Punch Down
Turn & Chop Opponent with Fist
Step-up, Deflect Downward, Parry & Punch
Rising Kick (right-style)
Hit Tiger (left-style)
Hit Tiger (right-style)
Rising Kick {right-style)
Double Winds Pierce Ears
Rising Kick (left-style)
Tum Body & Kick with Sole (right-style)
Step-up, Deflect Downward, Parry & Punch
Apparent Closure (and Push)
Cross Hands
Section 3(a)
Embrace Tiger, Return to Mountain
Diagonal Brush Knee (right-style)
Ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push
Diagonal Single Whip
Part the Wild Horse's Mane (right-style)
Part the Wild Horse's Mane (left-style)
Part the Wild Horse's Mane (right-style)
Ward-off (left-style; Shoulder-striking)
Grasp Spanuw's Tail
ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push
Single Whip
Fair Maiden Weaves at Shuttles (1- right-style)
Fair Maiden Weaves at Shuttles (2-left-style)

gao tan ma
fen jiao (you shl)
fen jiao {zuo shi)
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zhuan shen zuo deng jiao
lou xT ao bu (zuo shi)
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jin bu zai chui
zhuan shan pie shan chui
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jln bu ban lan chui
you tT jiao (you shi)
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da hu (zuo shl)
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da hu (you shl)
tT jiao (you shl)
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shuang fang guan er
tT jiao (zuo sh1)
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zhuan shan deng jhlo (you shl)lil!iDIDf~)
jin bu ban lan chui
ru feng si bi
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shi zi shou
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bao hO guT shan
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xia lou xT ao bu (zuo shi)
pang, 1ft, ji, an
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xie dan bian
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ye ma fen zong (you shi)
ye ma fen zong (zuo shi)
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ye rna ten zong (you shi)
zuo pang (kao shl)
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/an que wei
pang, 10, ji, an

dan bian
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yU nO chuan suo (yT-you shi) 3iltJ.¥.(-;fiit)

Fair Maiden Weaves at Shuttles (3- right-style)
Fair Maiden Weaves at Shuttles (4-left-style)

yl.t nO chuan suo (er-zuo shi) 3i~JJta(=tat)
yiJ nO chuan suo (san-yeu shi) 3i~JJ·l:~it)
yl.t nO chuan suo (si-zuo shi) 3i~~-(ll!l~it)

Ward-off (left-style; Shoulder-striking)

zuo pang (kao shi)

Grasp the Sparrow's Tail
Ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push

lan que wei
pang, 10, ji, an

Single Whip
Cloud Hands (right & left 5 times)
Single Whip

dan bian
yun shou (you/zuo shi)
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dan bian
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Section 3(b)
Snake Creeps Down
Golden Rooster Stands on One Leg (left-style)
Golden Rooster Stands on One Leg (right-style)
Step Back, Repulse Monkey (left & right 5x)
Diagonal Flying
Raise Hands, Step-up
White Crane Spreads its Wings
Brush Knee, Twist-step (left-style)
Needle at Sea Bottom
Fan Through the Back
Tum Body, White Snake Spits out Tongue
Twist Step, Deflect Downward, Parry & Punch
Ward-off (left-style)
(Step-up) Grasp the Sparrow's Tail
Ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push
Single Whip
Cloud Hands (right & left 5x)
Single Whip

she shan xia shi
jTn jT du li (zuo shi)
jTn jT d(J li (you shi)
aro nan tDu ~ shi)
xie fei shi
ti shou shang shi
bai he liang chi
lou xT ao bu (zuo shi)
hai di zhen
shan tong bei
zhuan shen b8i she til xin
jin bu ban lan chui
peng (zuo shi)
shang bu /an que wei
peng, 10, jT, an
dan bian
yun shou (you/zuo shi)
dan bian
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Section 3(c)
94.
95.
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108.

High Pat on Horse
Palm Thrust
Tum Body, Cross Legs, Kick with Sole
Step-up, Punch to Groin
(Step-up) Grasp the Sparrow's Tail
Ward-off (Step-up), Roll-back, Press, Push
Single Whip
Snake Creeps Down
Step-up, Form Seven Stars
(Small Kick) Retreat to Ride the Tiger
Tum Body, Sweep the Lotus
Bend Bow, Shoot Tiger
Step-up, Deflect Downward, Parry & Punch
Apparent Closure (and Push)
Cross Hands
Conclusion of Taiji, Return to Origin

gao tan ma
shi zi zhang
zhuan shen shi zi tui
jin bu zhi dang chui
shang b(J /an que wei
shang bu pang, U1, jT, an
dan bian
she shen xia shi
shang bu qT xTng
tui bu kua hu
zhuan shan bai lian tui
wan gong she hu
jin bu ban lan chui
fang si bi
shizishou
he taiji hili yuan
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The Yang-style Taijiquan barehand routine is also known as, 'Long Fisf or 'Long Boxing' (changquan
The name
was used to earlier to describe the routines of the Chen family martial art-eventually also referred to as 'taijiquan'.
Originally a term used to describe Shaolin Temple (xiaolin sl Jj'**=i¥> martial arts.
2 The three major sections end with 'Apparent Closure and Counter with Push' into 'Cross Hands'. The three minor
sections end with 'Cloud Hands' into 'Single Whip'. While the form is commonly conceived of as having three sections (the
major sections), there are actually six sections of more or less equal length. The first major section is J1; of the form and
contains no minor sections. The second major section is J1 of the form and contains one minor section. The third major
section is % of the form and contains two minor sections the first of which is nearly identical to the entire first part of the
second major section.
3 The opening is not counted as an actual movement. In some Yang-style solo form variations (including Yang Chengfu's),
the 'raise-hands; lower-hands' gesture appears not to have even existed.
4 Sorting out the various methods of listing and counting 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' (lan que wei 1111~) employed by Yangstyle taijiquan teachers can be a complicated task since various counting methods are used. 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' is
often used synonymously with 'Ward-off' (plmg iiJJ). The posture is often visualized as if the round, outstretched arm could
act as a perch for a bird possessed of long tail feathers which are stroked or held gently by the lower support hand. Some
will name the first 'hold the ball' style movement in the form, 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail (right-style)', and the following (actually
left-style 'Ward-off'), 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail (left-style)'. This is then followed by 'Ward-off (right-style), Roll-back, Press and
Push' each counted as separate movements. Others use the term 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' to describe the entire sequence
of 'Ward-off (right-style), Roll-back, Press, Push'. Some authors avoid the use of the term 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' entirely.
These variances account for much of the difference in the overall count of the form. Here are two examples: (1) 'Grasp
Sparrow's Tail (left-style); 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail (right-style)'; 'Ward-off'; 'Roll-back'; 'Press'; 'Push', for a total of six
counted movements or, 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' (including Ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push) for a total of one counted
movement. Some count each form in full each time under 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' but with no count to the heading itself.
Others give four counts, one each for 'Ward-off'; 'Roll-back'; 'Press'; 'Push', during their first occurrence in the form but in
subsequent re-appearances, the four movements are clustered, only to be counted once under the heading 'Grasp
Sparrow's Tail'. This is the case in the list above. 'Ward-off' (right-style), 'Roll-back', 'Press', 'Push' are counted
independently at the outset and then as a single count-Ward-off, Roll-back, Press, Push-in later repetitions under the
un-tallied banner 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail'.
s The force-energies Qln IJJ) of the lett and right-styles of 'Ward-off' differ significantly. The left method, 'Ward-off' (lettstyle) (zuo peng lEI'J) is lateral in its orientation and expression, while the 'Ward-off' (right-style) (you peng ~)is
directed squarely, forward along the medial line. It is possible to speak of a 'right handed 'Ward-off left" if the right arm
happens to be used to express the lateral variation. Conversely a 'left handed 'Ward-off right" could describe a square
energy peng on the left side.
s 'Embrace Tiger Return to Mountain' occurs at the beginning of both the second and third large sections. It is much like
'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' in several ways. First, it is often used to describe a sequence of movements rather than a specific
posture. Other times, 'Embrace Tiger Return to Mountain' is taken for the previous posture 'Cross Hands', a gesture which
lends itself to the image of 'carrying a tiger' (some authors simply name the 'Cross Hands' posture 'Embrace Tiger Return
to Mountain'. It is thus subject of the same type of confusing counting variations as 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail' and 'Ward-off'.
Further, the Embrace Tiger sequence, also possesses 'Ward-off'; 'Roll-back'; 'Press' and 'Push' thus being Itself a
variation of 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail'. Here the matter is treated as before with 'Grasp Sparrow's Tail': the sequence is
named but no number is allotted to the term.
7 In some older publications 'Fist Under Elbow' is named 'Single Whip'. This is likely a hold-over from earlier versions of
the routine which include an actual (diagonal) Single Whip here. Most forms however tend to have a 'Single Whip'-like
transition (like the shift from 'An' to Single Whip) which moves directly into 'Fist Under Elbow'.

